
Figure 12.19
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, . d itl 770/ ""01' ncdctemp However the residuals pass tests for white noise
111uahtemp, compar e WI 1 /0 l' r : , , '12 19)
(p = .65), and a plot of observed and predicted values shows a good visual fit (Figure . ,

predict uahhat2 solar, ENSO & C02"
label variable uahhat2 "predicted from volcanoes,
predict uahres2, resid
label variable uahres2 "UAH residuals from ARMAX model"
wntestq uahres2, lags(25)

portmanteau test for white noise

Multilevel and Mixed-Effects
Modeling

portmanteau (Q)statistic
=rob > chi2(25)

21. 7197
0.6519 Mixed-effects modeling is basically regression analysis allowing two kinds of effects: fixed

effects, meaning intercepts and slopes meant to describe the population as a whole, just as in
ordinary regression; and also random effects, meaning intercepts and slopes that can vary across
subgroups of the sample. All of the regression-type methods shown so far in this book involve
fixed effects only. Mixed-effects modeling opens a new range of possibilities for multilevel
models, growth curve analysis, and panel data or cross-sectional time series,o"r~
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Albright and Marinova (2010) provide a practical comparison of mixed-modeling procedures
found in Stata, SAS, SPSS and R with the hierarchical linear modeling (HLM) software
developed by Raudenbush and Bryck (2002; also Raudenbush et al. 2005). More detailed
explanation of mixed modeling and its correspondences with HLM can be found in Rabe
Hesketh and Skrondal (2012). Briefly, HLM approaches multilevel modeling in several steps,
specifying separate equations (for example) for levelland level 2 effects. In practice these
equations cannot be estimated separately, so the software internally substitutes to form a single
reduced equation for estimation. Mixed-effects modeling works directly with the reduced
equation, giving it a "less multilevel" appearance than HLM even when both describe
mathematically equivalent models. HLM effects at different levels can equivalently be
represented as fixed or random effects within a single reduced equation. Rabe-Hesketh and
Skrondal (2012: 171) also note some cultural differences between HLM and mixed-modeling
applications: "Papers using [HLM] tend to include more cross-level interactions and more
random coefficients in the models (because the level-2 models look odd without residuals) than
papers using for instance Stata."

___ UAH satellite temperatures
___ Predictedfrom volcanoes, solar, ENSO & CO a

Hamilton (2012) Statistics with Stata

Satellite temperature records are a more recent development than w~at~er-sta~io~ ~'~~~rd;o~~
UAH tem erature anomalies are calculated from a 1981-2010 baseline instea o. .-

d b PNCDC The recent baseline shifts the zero point for the UAH anomalies higher, as
as one y '.' F' . 1219wI'th1218 Both series exhibit similar trends, however-can be seen companng Igme, . . " ° . AH
about .16 °C/decade for NCDC (or NASA) over this period, or .15 C/decade for U .

The conclusions from these simple ARMAX models generally agree with those fro~ mor~
so histicated analyses by Foster and Rahmstorf(2011). T~eir approach involved sear~hl~gfor
op~imallag specifications, in contrast to the arbitrary choice of l-month lags for all ~Iedlc.tor~
here. Foster and Rahrnstorf also include trigonometric functions (a second-ord~r Foun~r S~l~sd
to model residual annual cycles in the data. Time rather than CO2 conce~trat1on was me u e
among their predictors, to highlight temporal trends, but these trends are 1l1terpret~das humand

ed In principle those human causes could include other greenhouse gases besides CO2, an
~~~:r a~tivities such as deforestation, land cover change or ozone depletion that a~ent caPt~red
b our co2anom variable, so a CO2 causal interpretation may be overly Sln:-'Pe.. n prac Ice,
however, CO2 has increased so directly with time (Figure 12.10) that using either time or CO2

as a predictor will give similar results.

Three Stata commands provide the most general tools for multilevel and mixed-effects
modeling. xtmixed fits linear models, like a mixed-effects counterpart to regress, Similarly,
xtmelogit fits mixed-effects logit regression models for binary outcomes, like a generalization
oflogit or logistic; and xtmepoisson fits mixed-effects Poisson models for count outcomes, like
a generalization of poisson. Stata also offers a number of more specialized procedures for
conceptually related tasks. Examples include tobit, probit and negative binomial models with
random intercepts; type help xt to see a complete list with links to details about each command,
Many of these commands were first developed for use with panel or cross-sectional time series
data, hence their common xt designation,

The xtmixed, xtmelogit and xtmepoisson procedures can be called either through typed
commands or through menus,

387
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Statistics> Multilevel mixed-effects models

Menus for other xt procedures are grouped separately under

Statistics> Longitudinal/panel data

The Longitudinal/Panel Data Reference Manual contains examples, technical details and
references for mixed-effects and other xt methods. Luke (2004) provides a compact introduction
to multilevel modeling. More extended treatments include books by Bickel (2007), McCulloch
and .Searle (2001), Raudenbush and Bryk (2002), and Verbeke and Molenberghs (2000). One
particularly valuable resource for Stata users, Multilevel and Longitudinal Modeling Using Stata
(Rabe-Hesketh and Skrondal20 12), describes not only the official Stata xt methods but also an
unoffic~al program n~med gllamm. that a~ds mixed-effect generalized linear modeling
capabilities. Type findit gllamm for information on how to obtain and install the ado-files for
this program.

Example Commands

xtmixed crime year I I city: year
Performs mixed-effects regression of crime on year, with random intercept and slope for
each value of city. Thus, we obtain trends in crime rates, which are a combination of the
overall trend (fixed effects), and variations on that trend (random effects) for each city.

xtmixed SAT parentcoll prepcourse grades I I city: I I school: grades
Fits a hierarchical or multilevel mixed-effects model predicting students's SAT scores as
a function of (1) fixed or whole-sample effects of whether the individual students' parentt s)
graduated from college, whether the student took a preparation course, and student grades;
(2) randon: intercepts representing the effect ofthe city in which they attend school; and (3)
a .random intercept and slope for the effect of individual students' grades, which could be
different from one school to the next. Individual students (observations) are nested within
schools, which are nested within cities. Note the order of mixed-effects parts in the
command.

xtmixed y xl x2 x3 I I state: x3
estimates store A
xtmixed y xl x2 x3 I I state:
estimates store B
lrtest A B

Conducts likelihood-ratio X2test of null hypothesis of no difference in fit between the more
c~m~lex modelA, which includes a random slope onx3, and the simpler model B (B nested
within A) that does not include a random slope on x3. This amounts to a test of whether the
random slope on x3 is statistically significant. The order ofthe two models specified in the
lrtest command does not matter; if we had typed instead lrtest BA, Stata would still have
correctly inferred that B is nested within A.
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xtmixed y xl x2 x3 I I state: x2 x3, reml nocons cov(unstructured)
Performs mixed-effects regression of y on fixed-effects predictors xl, x2 and x3; also on
random effects of x2 and x3 for each value of state. Obtains estimates by maximum
restricted likelihood. The model should have no random intercept, and an unstructured
covariance matrix in which random-effect variances and covariances all are estimated
distinctly.

estat recov
After xtmixed, displays the estimated variance-covariance matrix of the random effects.

predict re*, reffects
After xtmixed estimation, obtains best linear unbiased predictions (BLUPs) of all random
effects in the model. The random effects are stored as variables named rel , re2 and so forth.

predict yhat, fitted
After xtmixed estimation, obtains predicted values of y. To obtain predictions from the
fixed-effects portion of the model only, type predict yhat, xb. Other predict options find
standard errors of the fixed portion (stdp), and residuals (resid) or standardized residuals
(rstan). To see a full list of xtmixed postestimation commands, with links to their syntax
and options, type help xtmixed postestimation.

xtmelogit y xl x2 I I state:
Performs mixed-effects logit regression of {O, I} variable y on xl and x2, with random
intercepts for each level of state.

predict phat
After xtmelogit estimation, obtains predicted probabilities from the complete (fixed plus
random) model. Type help xtmelogit postestimation to see other postestimation
commands, as well as a complete list of options for predict, including Pearson residuals
(pearson) and deviance residuals (deviance).

xtmepoisson accidents xl x2 x3, exposure (persondays) I I season:
II port: , irr

Estimates mixed-effects Poisson model for accidents, a count of accidents on fishing
vessels. Fixed-effect predictors, characteristics of individual vessels, are x I, x2 and x3.
Exposure is measured by the number of person-days at sea for that vessel. We include
random intercepts for each season or year, and for port city nested within seasons. Report
fixed-effect coefficients as incident rate ratios (irr).

gllamm warming sex educ, i (region) family (binomial) link (ologit) adapt
Performs generalized linear latent and mixed modeling - in this example a mixed-effects
ordered logit regression of ordinal variable warming on fixed-effect predictors sex and educ.
Includes random intercepts for each value of region, estimated by adaptive quadrature. The
family( ) and link( ) options can specify other models including multinomial logit, probit
and complementary log-log. gllamm is not an official Stata program, but available at no
cost online. Type findit gllamm for information on how to download and install the
necessary files. Rabe-Hesketh and Skrondal (2012) provide details and examples using
gllamm.
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Regression with Random Intercepts

To illustrate xtmixed, we begin with county-level data on votes in the 2004 presidential election
(Robinson 2005). In this election, George W. Bush (receiving 50.7% of the popular vote)
defeated John Kerry (48.3%) and Ralph Nader (0.4%). One striking aspect of this election was
its geographical pattern: Kerry won states on the West coast, the Northeast, and around the
Great Lakes, while Bush won everywhere else. Within states, Bush's support tended to be
stronger in rural areas, whereas Kerry's votes concentrated more in the cities. Dataset
election_2004i contains election results and other variables covering most U.S. counties. A
categorical variable notes census divisions (cendiv), which divide the U.S. into 9 geographical
areas. Variables include the total number of votes cast (votes), the percent for Bush (bush),
logarithm of population density (logdens) as an indicator of rural-ness, and other variables for
the percent of county population belonging to ethnic minorities (minority), or adults having
college degrees (called). .

. use C:\data\election_2004i.dta, clear

. describe

contains data from c:\data\election_2004i.dta
obs: 3,054 US counties -- 2004 election

(Robinson 2005)
1 Jul 2012 14:35vars: 11

size: 219,888

storage display value
variable name type format 1abel

fips long %9.0g
state str20 %20s
state2 str2 %9s
region byte %9.0g region
cendiv byte %15.0g division
county str24 %24s
votes float %9.0g
bush float %9.0g
logdens float %9.0g
minority float %9.0g
co11ed float %9.0g

Sorted by: fips

variable label

FIPS code
state name
State 2-1etter abbreviation
Region (4)
Census division (9)
county name
Total # of votes cast, 2004
% votes for GW Bush, 2004
10g10(people per square mile)
% population minority
% adults >25 w/4+ years college

The percent voting for Bush declined as population density increased, as visualized by the
scatterplot and regression line in Figure l3.1. Each point represents one of the 3,054 counties.

graph twoway scatter bush logdens, msymbol(Oh)
I I lfit bush 1ogdens , lwidth(medthick)
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An improved version of this voting-density scatterplot appears in Figure l3.2. The logarithmic
x-axis values have been relabeled (1 becomes "10", 2 becomes "100," and so forth) to make
them more reader-friendly. Using votes as frequency weights for the scatterplot causes marker
symbol area to be proportional to the total number of votes cast, visually distinguishing counties
with small or large populations. Otherwise, analyses in this chapter do not make use of
weighting. We focus here on patterns of county voting, rather than the votes of individuals
within those counties.

graph twoway scatter bush logdens [fw=votes], msymbol(Oh)
I I lfit bush logdens, lwidth(medthick)
I I ' xlabel(-l "0.1" 0 "1" 1 "10" 2 "100" 3 "1,000"

4 "10,000", grid) legend(off)
xtitle("Population per square mile")
ytitle("Percent vote for GW Bush")
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As F,igure 13.2 confirms, the percent voting for George W. Bush tended to be lower in high
densIty,. urban counties. It tended also to be lower in counties with substantial minority
populations, or a greater proportion of adults with college degrees.

regress bush logdens minorit:y colled

Source 55 df MS Number of obs 3041
Model 122345.617

F( 3, 3037) 345.39
3 40781.8725 Prob > F 0,0000Residual 358593.826 3037 118,075017 R-squared 0.2544

Total 480939.443 3040
Adj R-squared 0.2537

158,203764 Root MSE 10.866

bush Coef. std. Err. t P>/t/ [95% Conf. Interval]
logdens -5.457462 .3031091 -18.00 0,000 -6.051781 -4.863142minority -.251151 .0125261 -20.05 0.000 -,2757115 -.2265905colled -.1811345 .0334151 -5,42 0.000 -.246653 -.115616_cons 75,78636 .5739508 132.04 0,000 74.66099 76.91173

In mixed-m?deling terms, ,:e just estimated a model containing only fixed effects - intercept
and coefficients that descnbe the sample as a whole. The same fixed-effects model can be
estimated using xtmixed, with similar syntax.

. xtmixed bush logdens minorit:y colled
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Mixed-effects ML regression Number of obs 3041

1037.53
0,0000Log likelihood -11567.783

wald chi2(3)
prob > chi2

bush Coef. std. Err. z P>/z/ [95% Conf. Interval]

logdens -5.457462 .3029097 -18,02 0,000 -6.051154 -4.86377
minority -.251151 .0125179 -20.06 0.000 -.2756856 -.2266164

colled -.1811345 .0333931 -5,42 0.000 -,2465838 -,1156852
_cons 75.78636 ,5735732 132.13 0.000 74.66217 76.91054

Random-effects parameters Estimate Std, Err, [95% conf. Interval]

sd(Residual) 10.85908 .1392419 10.58958 11.13545

Maximum likelihood (ML) is the default estimation method for xtmixed, but could be requested
explicitly with the option ml. Alternatively, the option reml would call for maximum restricted
likelihood estimation. See help xtmixed for a list of estimation, specification and reporting
options,

The geographical pattern of voting seen in red state/blue state maps of this election are not
captured by the fixed-effects model above, which assumes that the same intercept and slopes
characterize all 3,041 counties in this analysis. One way to model the tendency toward different
voting patterns in different parts of the country (and to reduce the problem of spatially correlated
errors) is to allow each ofthe nine census divisions (New England, Middle Atlantic, Mountain,
Pacific etc.) to have its own random intercept. Instead of the usual (fixed-effects) regression
model such as

[13.1]

we could include not only a set of ,Bcoefficients that describe all the counties, but also a random
intercept uo, which varies from one census division to the next.

[13.2]

Equation [13.2] depicts the value ofy for the ith county and thejth census division as a function
of XI' X2 and X3 effects that are the same for all divisions, The random intercept uo j' however,
allows for the possibility that the mean percent voting for Bush is systematically higher or lower
among the counties of some divisions. That seems appropriate with regard to U.S, voting, given
the obvious geographical patterns. We can estimate a model with random intercepts for each
census division by adding a new random-effects part to the xtmixed command:

. xtmixed bush logdens minorit:y colled I I cendiv:
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performing EM optimization:

performing gradient-based optimization:

Iteration 0:
Iteration 1:

log likelihood
log 1ike1ihood

-11339.79
-11339.79 (backed up)

computing standard errors:

Mixed-effects ML regression
Group variable: cendiv

Number of obs
Number of groups

3041
9

67
337.9

616

obs per group: min
avg
max

Log 1ikelihood
wald chi2(3)
Prob> chi2

1161.96
0.0000-11339.79

bush Coef. std. Err. z p>lzl [95% conf. Interval]

-4.52417 .3621775 -12.49 0.000 -5.234025 -3.814316
-.3645394 .0129918 -28.06 0.000 -.3900029 -.3390758
-.0583942 .0357717 -1.63 0.103 -.1285053 .011717
72.09305 2.294039 31.43 0.000 67.59682 76.58929

logdens
minority

coll ed
_cons

Random-effects parameters Estimate Std. Err. [95% Conf. Interval]

cendiv: Identity
10.63035sd(_cons) 6.617135 1.600467 4.119006

sd(Residual) 10.00339 .1284657 9.754742 10.25837

LR test vs. linear regression: ~hi!HLr.f.iQl)__= 455.99 prob >= chibar2 = 0.0000

The upper section of an xtmixed output table shows the fixed-effects part of our model. This
model implies nine separate intercepts, one for each census division, but they are not directly
estimated. Instead, the lower section of the table gives an estimated standard deviation of the
random intercepts (6.62), along with a standard error (1.60) and 95% confidence interval for that
standard deviation. Our model is

bush i, = 72.09 - 4.52logdens i j - .36minority ti - .06colledii + UO) + E ii [13.3]

If the standard deviation of Uo appears significantly different from zero, we conclude that these
intercepts do vary from place to place. That seems to be the case here - the standard deviation
is more than four standard errors from zero, and its value is substantial (6.62 percentage points)
in the metric of our dependent variable, percent voting for Bush. A likelihood-ratio test reported
on the output's final line confirms that this random-intercept model offers significant
improvement over a linear regression model with fixed effects only (p '" .0000).

Although xtmixed does not directly calculate random effects, we can obtain the best linear
unbiased predictions (BLUPS) of random effects through predict, The following commands
create a new variable named randintO, containing the predicted random intercepts, and then
graph each census division's random intercept in a bar chart (Figure 13.3).

• predict randintO, reffects
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graph hbar (mean). randintO, over (cendiv)
ytitle("Random intercepts by census division")

Figure 13.3
New England

Middle Atlantic --I
E North Central

W North Central

South Atlantic

E South Central -W South Central -•Mountain

Pacific

-15 -10 -5 0 5
Random intercepts by census division

10

Figure 13.3 reveals that, at any given level of logdens, minority and coiled, the percentage of
votes going to Bush averaged about 15points lower among New England counties, or more than
8 points higher in the W South Central (counties in Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma and Texas),
compared with the middle-of-the-road W North Central division.

Random Intercepts and Slopes

In Figure 13.2we saw that, overall, the percentage of Bush votes tended to decline as population
density increased. Our random-intercept model in the previous section accepted this
generalization, while allowing intercepts to vary across regions. But what if the slope of the
votes-density relationship also varies across regions? A quick look at scatterplots for each
region (Figure 13.4) gives us grounds to suspect that it does.

graph twoway scatter bush logdens, msymbol(Oh)
I I Ifit bush logdens, lwidth(medthick)
I I ' xlabel(-1(1)4, grid) ytitle("Percent vote for GW Bush")
by(cendiv, legend(off) note(""»
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New England Figure 13.4
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Bush votes decline most steeply with rising density in the Pacific and WNorth Central regions,
but there appears to be little relationship in the E North Central, and even a positive effect in the
E South Central. The negative fixed-effect coefficient on logdens in our previous model was
averaging these downward, flat and upward trends together.

A mixed model including random slopes (u Ij) on predictor XI' and random intercepts (u OJ) for
each of) groups could have the general form

[13.4]

To estimate such a model, we add the predictor variable logdens to the mixed-effect part of the
xtmixed command.

• xtmixed bush logdens minority coIled I I cendiv: logdens

performing EM optimization:

performing gradient-based optimization:

Iteration 0:
Iteration 1:

log likelihood -11298.734
log likelihood = -11298.734

computing standard errors:

Mixed-effects ML regression
Group variable: cendiv

Number of obs
Number of groups

3041
9

obs per group: min
avg
max

67
337.9

616

Log 1ikelihood
wald chi2(3)
Prob > chi2

806.25
0.0000-11298.734
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bush coef. std. Err. z p>lzl [95% conf. Interval]

logdens -3.310313 1.114965 -2.97 0.003 -5.495605 -1.125021
minority -.3616886 .0130709 -27.67 0.000 -.387307 -.3360702

colled -.1173469 .0360906 -3.25 0.001 -.1880833 -.0466105
_cons 70.12095 2.955209 23.73 0.000 64.32885 75.91305

Random-effects parameters Estimate Std. Err. [95% conf. Interval]

cendiv: Independent
sd(logdens) 3.113575 .8143897 1.86474 5.198768

sdCcons) 8.5913 2.232214 5.162945 14.29619

sd(Residual) 9.825565 .1264176 9.580889 10.07649

LR test vs. linear regression: chi2(2) = 538.10 prob > chi2 = 0.0000

Note: ~8_t.lt_11_~QDI.r~.t1~.and provided only for reference.

As usual, the random effects are not directly estimated. Instead, the xtmixed table gives
estimates of their standard deviations. The standard deviation for coefficients on log density is
3.11 - almost four standard errors (.8J) from zero - suggesting that there exists significant
division-to-division variation in the slope coefficients. A more definitive likelihood-ratio test
will support this inference. To perform this test, we quietly re-estimate the intercept-only model,
store those estimates as A (an arbitrary name) then re-estimate the intercept-and-slope model,
store those estimates as B, and finally perform a likelihood-ratio test for whether B fits
significantly better than A. In this example it does ip= .0000), so we conclude that adding
random slopes brought significant improvement.

quietly xtmixed bush logdens minority coIled I I cendiv:
estimates store A
quietly xtmixed bush logdens minority coIled I I cendiv: logdens
estimates store B
lrtest A B

LR chi2(1)
prob > chi2

Likelihood-ratio test
(Assumption: ~ nested in ~)

82.11
0.0000

Note: The reported degrees of freedom assumes the null hypothesis is not on
the boundary of the parameter space. If this is not true, then the
reported test is ~QDI.r~.t1~•.

This Irtest output warns that it "assumes the null hypothesis is not on the boundary of the
parameter space," otherwise the reported test is conservative. A note at the bottom of the
previous xtmixed output also stated that its likelihood-ratio test is conservative. Both notes refer
to the same statistical issue. Variance cannot be less than zero, so a null hypothesis stating a _
variance equals zero does lie on the boundary of the parameter space. In this situation the
reported likelihood-ratio test probability represents an upper bound ("conservative") for the
actual probability. xtmixed detects the situation automatically, but it is not practical for Irtest
to do so, hence the "If _.." wording from the latter.

The previous model assumes that random intercept and slopes are uncorrelated, equivalent to
adding a cov(independent) option specifying the covariance structure. Other possibilities
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include cov(unstructured), which would allow for a distinct, nonzero covariance between the
random effects.

xtmixed bush logdens minority coIled
I I cendiv: logdens, cov(unstructured}

performing EM optimization:

performing gradient-based optimization:

Iteration 0:
Iteration 1:

log 1ike1ihood
log likelihood

-11296.31
-11296.31 (backed up)

computing standard errors:

Mixed-effects ML regression
Group variable: cendiv Number of obs

Number of groups
3041

9

obs per group: min
avg
max

67
337.9

616

Log 1ikelihood wald chi2(3)
Prob > chi2

799.68
0.0000-11296.31

bush coef. Std. Err. z P>lzl [95% conf. Interval]
-3.150009 1.169325 -2.69 0.007 -5.441844 -.858175-.3611161 .0130977 -27.57 0.000 -.3867872 -.3354451-.1230445 .0361363 -3.41 0.001 -.1938704 -.052218669.85194 3.168479 22.05 0.000 63.64184 76.06204

logdens
minority

colled
_cons

Random-effects Parameters Estimate Std. Err. [95% Conf. Interval]
cendiv: Unstructured

sd(logdens) 3.282749 .8547255 1.970658 5.468447sdCcons) 9.240389 2.402183 5.551459 15.3806corr(logdens,_cons) -.675152 .1958924 -.909687 -.1140964
sd(Residual) 9.823658 .1263468 9.579118 10.07444

LR test vs. linear regression: chi2(3) = 542.95 Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

The estimated correlation between the random slope on logdens and the random intercept is
-.?75, more .than three s.tan?ar? errors from zero. A likelihood-ratio test agrees that allowing for
this correlation results 111 significant (p = .0277) improvement over our previous model.

. estimates store C

. lrtest B C

Likelihood-ratio test
(Assumption: ~ nested in ~) LR chi2(1)

prob > chi2
4.85

0.0277

The current model is

bush iJ' = 69.85 - 3.15 logdens, - .36 minority - 12 colled
00' 0

+ UOj+ Ulj logdens ij + E ij [13.5]
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So what are the slopes relating votes to density for each census division? Again, we can obtain
values for the random effects (here named randintl and randsloJ) through predict. Our dataset
by now contains several new variables.

predict randslol randintl, reffects
describe

vars:
size:

contains data from c:\data\election_2004i .dta
obs: 3,054 Us counties -- 2004 election

(Robinson 2005)
6 Jul 2012 13:5517

265,698

storage display
variable name type format

fips
state
state2
region
cendiv
county
votes
bush
logdens
minority
colled
randintO
_est_A
_est_B
_est_C
randsl01
randint1

long
str20
str2
byte
byte
str24
float
float
float
float
float
float
byte
byte
byte
float
float

value
1abel variable label

%9.0g
%20s
%9s
%9.0g
%15.0g
%24s
%9.0g
%9.0g
%9.0g
%9.0g
%9.0g
%9.0g
%8.0g
%8.0g
%8.0g
%9.0g
%9.0g

region
division

FIPS code
State name
state 2-letter abbreviation
Region (4)
census division (9)
county name
Total # of votes cast, 2004
% votes for GW Bush, 2004
10g10(people per square mile)
% population minority
% adults >25 w/4+ years college
BLUP r.e. for cendiv: _cons
esample() from estimates store
esample() from estimates store
esample() from estimates store
BLUP r.e. for cendiv: logdens
BLUP r.e. for cendiv: _cons

sorted by: fips
Note: dataset has changed since last saved

The random slope coefficients range from -5.66 for counties in the W North Central division,
to +4.63 in the E South Central.

. table cendiv, contents(mean randslol mean randintl}

Census division
(9) mean(randint1)mean(randsl01)

New England
Middle Atlantic
E North Central
W North Central
South Atlantic

E south Central
W South central

Mountain
Pacific

1.760172
-.0611391
3.618166
-5.65562
1.738479
4.633666

-.8330051
-1.975749
-3.224968

-18.79535
-2.198096
-9.007434
8.328082
2.875959

-4.289312
10.8619

7.232863
4.991385

To clarify the relationship between votes and population density we could rearrange equation
[13.5], combining the fixed and random slopes onlogdens,

bush i ] = 69.85 + (u,j-3.15) logdens ij - .36minority ij -.12colledij + Uo!+ E il [13.6]
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In other words, the slope for each census division equals the fixed-effect slope for the whole
sample, plus the random-effect slope for that division. Among Pacific counties, for instance, the
combined slope is -3.15 - 3.22 = -6.37. The nine combined slopes are calculated and graphed
in Figure 13.5.

gen slopel = randslol + _b[logdens]
graph hbar (mean) slopel, over (cendiv)

ytitle("Change in % Bush vote, with each tenfold increase
in density")

New England

Figure 13.5-MiddleAtlantic

E NorthCentral •W NorthCentral

SouthAtlantic ..-E SouthCentral

W SouthCentral

Mountain

Pacific

~ ~ 4 ~ 0 2
Changein% Bushvote.witheachtenfoldincreaseindensity

Figure 13.5 shows how the rural-urban gradient in voting behavior worked differently in
different places. In counties of the WNorth Central, Pacific and Mountain regions, the percent
voting for Bush declined most steeply as population density increased. In the E N0l1h Central
and E South Central it went the other way ~ Bush votes increased slightly as density increased.
The combined slopes in Figure l3.5 generally resemble those in the separate scatterplots of
Figure 13.4, but do not match them exactly because our combined slopes (equation [13.6] or
Figure 13.5) also adjust for the effects of minority and college-educated populations. In the next
section we consider whether those effects, too, might have random components.

Multiple Random Slopes

To specify random coefficients on logdens, minority and colled we can simply add these
variable names to the random-effects part of an xtmixed command. For later comparison tests,
we save the estimation results with namefull. Some of the iteration details have been omitted
in the following output.

xtmixed bush logdens minority colled
I I cendiv: logdens minority colled
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performing EM optimization:

performing gradient-based optimization:

Iteration 0:
Iteration 1:

log likelihood -11184.804
log likelihood = -11184.804

computing standard errors:

Mixed-effects ML regression
Group variable: cendiv

Number of obs
Number of groups

3041
9

67
337.9

616

obs per group: min
avg
max

wald chi2(3)
prob > chi2

52.49
0.0000Log 1ikelihood -11184.804

bush Coef. std. Err. z p>lzl [95% Conf. Interval]

logdens -2.717128 1.373684 -1.98 0.048 -5.409499 -.0247572
minority -.3795605 .0560052 -6.78 0.000 -.4893286 -.2697924

colled -.1707863 .1727742 -0.99 0.323 -.5094175 .167845
_cons 70.86653 3.435918 20.63 0.000 64.13225 77.6008

Random-effects Parameters Estimate Std. Err. [95% Conf. Interval]

cendiv: Independent
sd(logdens) 3.868421 .9832899 2.350564 6.366421

sd(minority) .153172 .0439569 .0872777 .2688161
sd(colled) .5032414 .1241234 .310334 .8160625
sd(_cons) 10.01157 2.547813 6.079707 16.48625

sd(Residual) 9.375994 .1209753 9.141859 9.616124

LR test vs. linear regression: chi2(4) = 765.96 Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

• estimates store full

Taking thefull model as our baseline, likelihood-ratio tests establish that the random coefficients
on logdens, minority and colled each have statistically significant variation, so these should be
kept in the model. For example, to evaluate the random coefficients on called we quietly
estimate a new model without them (nocolled), then compare that model withfull. The nocolled
model fits significantly worse (p '" .0000) than the full model seen earlier.

quietly xtmixed bush logdens minority colled
I I cendiv: logdens minority

estimates store nocolled
lrtest nocolled full

Likelihood-ratio test
(Assumption: nQ~Qll~Qnested in fMll)

LR chi2(1)
prob > chi2

197.33
0.0000

Note: The reported degrees of freedom assumes the null hypothesis is not on
the boundary of the parameter space. If this is not true, then the
reported test is ~Qn~~rygtiy~.
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Similar steps with two further models (nologdens and nominorityy and likelihood-ratio tests
show that the jill! model also fits significantly better than models without either a random
coefficient on logdens or one on minority.

quietly xtmixed bush logdens minority coIled
I I cendiv: minority coIled

estimates store nologdens
lrtest nologdens full

Likelihood-ratio test LR chi2(1)
(Assumption: nQIQgggn~nested in iMll) prob > chi2

124.87
0.0000

Note: The reported degrees of freedom assumes the null hypothesis is not on
the boundary of the parameter space. If this is not true, then the
reported test is ~Qn~gryg1iyg.

quietly xtmixed bush logdens minority coIled
I I cendiv: logdens coIled

estimates store nominority
lrtest nominority full

Likelihood-ratio test
(Assumption: nQminQri1Ynested in iMll)

LR chi2(1)
Prob> chi2

38.76
0.0000

Note: The reported degrees of freedom assumes the null hypothesis is not on
the boundary of the parameter space. If this is not true, then the
reported test is ~Qn~gryg1iyg.

We could investigate the details of all these random effects, or the combined effects they
produce, through calculations along the lines of those shown earlier for Figure 13.5.

Mixed-modeling research often focuses on the fixed effects, with random effects included to
represent heterogeneity in the data, but not of substantive interest. For example, our analysis
thus far has demonstrated that population density, percent minority and percent college educated
predict county voting patterns nationally, even after adjusting for regional differences in mean
votes and for regional effects of density and college grads. On the other hand, random effects
might themselves be quantities of interest. To look more closely at how the relationship between
voting and percent college graduates (or percent minority, or log density) varies across census
divisions, we can predict the random effects and from these calculate total effects. These steps
are illustrated for the total effect of colled in our full model below, and graphed in Figure 13.6.

quietly xtmixed bush logdens minority coIled
I I cendiv: logdens minority coIled

predict relogdens reminority recoIled re_cons, reffects
describe relogdens-re_cons

storage display value
variable name type format 1abel variable 1abel

relogdens float %9.0g BLUP r.e. for cendiv: logdens
reminority float %9.0g BLUP r.e. for cendiv: minority
recolled float %9.0g BLUP r.e. for cendiv: colled
re_cons float %9.0g BLUP r.e. for cendiv: _cons

generate tecolled = recoIled + _b[colled]
label variable tecolled "random + fixed effect of colled"
table cendiv, contents(mean recoIled mean tecolled)

Multilevel and Mixed-Effects Modeling

Census division
(9) mean(recolled) mean(tecolled)

New England
Middle Atlantic
E North Central
W North Central
South Atlantic

E south central
W south central

Mountain
pacific

-.2411761
-.0849539
-.0682224
.4122158

-.1243222
.4856058
.9054216

-.7355713
-.5489974

-.4119623
-.2557401
-.2390087
.2414296

-.2951084
.3148195
.7346353

-.9063575
-.7197837

graph hbar (mean) tecolled, over (cendiv)
ytitle("Change in % Bush vote, per 1% increase in
college graduates")

Middle Atlantic

Figure 13.6
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Figure 13.6 visualizes the reason our model was significantly improved (p '" .0000) by including
a random slope for coiled. The total effects of coiled on Bush votes range from substantially
negative (percent Bush votes lower among counties with more college graduates) in the
Mountain (-.91) and Pacific (-.72) census divisions, through negligible in the South Atlantic
or W North Central, to substantially positive (+.73) in the W South Central where Bush votes
were substantially higher in counties with more graduates - controlling for population density,
percent minority and other regional effects. If we estimate only a fixed effect for called, our
model effectively would average these negative, near zero, and positive random effects of coiled
into one weakly negative fixed coefficient, specifically the -.18 coefficient in the two fixed
effects regressions that started off this chapter.

The examples seen so far were handled successfully by xtmixed, but that is not always the case.
Mixed-model estimation can fail to converge for a variety of different reasons, resulting in
repeatedly "nonconcave" or "backed-up" iterations, or error messages about Hessian or standard
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error calculations. The Longitudinal/Panel Data Reference Manual discusses how to diagnose
and work around convergence problems. A frequent cause seems to be models with near-zero
variance components, such as random coefficients that really do not vary much, or have low
covariances. In such cases the offending components can reasonably be dropped.

Nested Levels

Mixed-effects models can include more than one nested level. The counties of our voting data,
for example, are nested not only within census divisions, but also within states that are nested
within census divisions. Might there exist random effects not only at the level of census
divisions, but also at the smaller level of states? The xtmixed command allows for such
hierarchical models. Additional random-effects parts are added to the command, with
successively smaller (nested) units to the right. The following analysis specifies random
intercepts and slopes on all three predictors for each census division, and also random intercepts
and slopes on percent college graduates, called, for each state.

xtmixed bush logdens minority coIled
I I cendiv: logdens minority coIled
II state: coIled

performing EM optimization:

performing gradient-based optimization:

Iteration 0:
Iteration 1:
Iteration 2:

log likelihood
log likelihood
log 1ike1ihood

-10719.828
-10719.821
-10719.821

computing standard errors:

Mixed-effects ML regression Number of obs 3041

NO. of Observations per Group
Group variable Groups Minimum Average Maximum

cendiv 9 67 337.9 616
state 49 1 62.1 254

wald chi2(3)
Log 1ikelihood -10719.821 prob > chi2

68.85
0.0000

bush Coef. std. Err. z p>lzl [95% conf. Interval]

logdens -2.473536 .996434 -2.48 0.013 -4.426511 -.5205616
minority -.4067648 .0533714 -7.62 0.000 -.5113709 -.3021588

colled -.1787849 .1298313 -1.38 0.168 -.4332495 .0756797
_cons 71.13208 3.048286 23.34 0.000 65.15755 77.10661
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Random-effects Parameters Estimate std. Err. [95% conf. Interval]

cendiv: Independent
sd(logdens) 2.703845 .7727275 1.544252 4.734186

sd(minority) .1465435 .0428326 .0826365 .2598728
sd(colled) .3683903 .0962733 .220729 .6148326
sd(_cons) 8.416873 2.417524 4.793643 14.77869

state: Independent
sd(colled) .1305727 .039009 .0727032 .2345047
sd(_cons) 5.883451 .7431715 4.593166 7.536196

sd(Residual) 7.863302 .1027691 7.664436 8.067328

LR test vs. linear regression: chi2(6) = 1695.92 Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

Note: bB_lg~l_i~_£Qn~g£~~liygand provided only for reference.

At first glance, all of the random effects at both cendiv and state level in this output appear
significant, judging from their standard errors and confidence intervals. The standard deviation
of state-level random coefficients on called (.13) is smaller than the standard deviation of
corresponding census division-level coefficients (.37), but both are substantial relative to the
fixed-effect coefficient on called (-.18).Our confidence interval for the state-level coefficient
ranges from .07 to .23. A likelihood-ratio test indicates that this model (here named state) with
state-level random intercepts and slopes fits much better than our earlier model (full), which had
only census division-level random intercepts and slopes.

estimates store state
lrtest full state

Likelihood-ratio test
(Assumption: fyll nested in ~l~lg)

LR chi2(2)
Prob > chi2

929.97
0.0000

Note: The reported degrees of freedom assumes the null hypothesis is not on
the boundary of the parameter space. If this is not true, then the
reported test is £Qn~g£~~li~g.

As before, we can predict the random effects, then use these to calculate and graph the total
effects. For called, we now have random effects for 49 different states. Box plots work well to
show their distribution (Figure 13.7), which follows the general pattern of census division
effects seen earlier in Figure 13.6, but now also within-division variation. Indiana (E North
Central) and Oklahoma (W South Central) plot as outliers, because each is unusual within its
division.

predict re* , reffects
describe rel-re6

storage display value
variable name type format 1abel variable 1abel

re1 float %9.0g BLUP r.e. for cendiv logdens
re2 float %9.0g BLUP r.e. for cendiv minority
re3 float %9.0g BLUP r.e. for cendiv colled
re4 float %9.0g BLUP r.e. for cendiv _cons
re5 float %9.0g BLUP r.e. for state: colled
re6 float %9.0g BLUP r.e. for state: _cons

gen tecolled2 = re3 + reS + _b[colled]
label variable tecolled2

"cendiv + state + fixed effect of % college grads"
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graph hbox tecolled2, over (cendiv) yline(-.16)
marker (1, mlabel(state»

New England

Figure 13.7
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For other xtmixed postestimation tools, type help xtmixed postestimation. The Longitudinal/
Panel Data Reference Manual, and also Rabe-Hesketh and Skrondal (2012), present further
applications of mixed modeling such as blocked-diagonal covariance structures and crossed
effects models.

Repeated Measurements

Dataset attract2.dta describes an unusual experiment carried out at a college undergraduate
party, where some drinking apparently took place. In this experiment, 51 college students were
asked to individually rate the attractiveness, on a scale from 1to 10, of photographs of men and
women unknown to them. The rating exercise was repeated by each participant, given the same
photos shuffled in random order, on four occasions over the course of theevening. -yariab1e
ratemale is the mean rating each participant gave to all the male photos 111 one sittmg, and
ratefem is the mean rating given to female photos. gender records the subject's own gender, and
bac his or her blood alcohol content as measured by a breathalyzer.

use C:\data\attract2.dta, clear
describe
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contains data from C:\data\attract2.dta
obs: 204 perceived attractiveness and

drinking -- DC Hamilton (2003)
1 Jul 2012 14:36vars:

size:
7

3,876

storage display value
variable name type format 1abel variable 1abel

id byte %9.0g participant number
gender byte %9.0g gender Gender
bac fl oat %9.0g Blood alchohol content
single byte %9.0g single Relationship status single
drinkfrq float %9.0g Days drinking in previous week
ratefem float %9.0g Rated attractiveness of females
ratemale float %9.0g Rated attractiveness of males

Sorted by: id bac

The research hypothesis involves a "beer goggles" effect: do strangers become more attractive
as subjects consume more alcohol? In terms of this experiment, is there a positive relationship
between blood alcohol content and the attractiveness ratings given to the photographs? If so,
does that relationship vary with the gender of subject or photograph?

Although the data contain 204 observations, these represent only 51 individual participants. It
seems reasonable that individual participants might differ in their tendency to give relatively
high or low ratings, and in their reaction to alcohol. A mixed-effects model with random
intercepts and slopes can accommodate these likely complications. This situation differs from
the preceding election example in that individual random intercepts and slopes will not be
substantively interesting, since they describe anonymous individuals. Rather, they are data or
experimental-design features for which we need to adjust when testing the main hypotheses.

Using factor-variable notation, the following xtmixed command specifies a model in which
mean ratings given to photographs of female faces (ratefem) are predicted by fixed effects of
indicator variable gender, continuous variable bac, and their interaction. In addition, the model
includes random intercepts and slopes for bac, which could vary across subjects.

• xtmixed ratefem i.gender##c.bac I I id: bac, nolog

Mixed-effects ML regression
Group variable: id

Number of obs
Number of groups

Dbs per group: min
avg
max

204
51

4
4.0

4

Log likelihood
wald chi2(3)
prob > chi2

56.95
0.0000-170.9156

ratefem

.6627648

6.815086

Coef. std. Err. p>lzl [95% Conf. Interval]z

l.gender
bac

-1.255917
2.408392

-.0002499
4.459074

-.6280836
3.433733

.3203292

.5231428
-1.96 0.050
6.56 0.000

gender#c.bac
1 -1.25 0.213

33.850.000

-1.154182

6.442059

.9270306

.1903235

-2.971128

6.069032_cons
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Random-effects Parameters

.387819

Estimate std. Err. [95% Conf. Interval]

id: Independent
.7332693
.8636849

3.585323
1.293029

sd(bac)
sdCcons)

1.621421
1.056773

.6564771

.1087889

sd(Residual) .3371602 .02408 .2931186

LR test vs. linear regression: chi2(2) 279.98 prob> chi2 = 0.0000

These results for female photographs support the beer goggles hypothesis: attractiveness ratings
of female faces increase with blood alcohol content. Gender has a barely-significant effect:
women gave slightly lower ratings to female faces. The genderrbac interaction is not
significant. However, both the random intercept and the random slope on bac exhibit significant
variation, indicating substantial person-to-person differences both in the mean ratings given, and
in how alcohol affected those ratings.

margins and marginsplot commands help to visualize these results. Their outcome is not
shown here, but will be combined with the next analysis to form Figure 13.8.

margins, at(bac = (0(.2).4) gender = (0 1» vsquish
marginsplot, title("Female photos") ytitle("") xtitle("") noci

legend(position(11) ring(O) row(2)
title("Gender", size(rnedsmall»)

ylabel(4(1)8, grid grnin grnax)
plot1opts(lpattern(solid) rnsyrnbol(T»
plot2opts(lpattern(dash) rnsyrnbol(Oh» saving (fig13_08RF)

A second xtmixed command models the ratings of male photographs (ratemal):

• xtrnixed ratemal i.gender##c.bac I lid: bac, nolog

Mixed-effects ML regression Number of obs
Group variable: id Number of groups

obs per group: min
avg
max

201
51

3
3.9

4

Log likelihood
wald chi2(3)
prob > chi2

32.74
0.0000-221.83425

ratemale coef. Std. Err. z p>lzl [95% Conf. Interval]

1.gender 2.011293 .3742453 5.37 0.000 1.277786 2.744801
bac .6401159 .7601351 0.84 0.400 -.8497215 2.129953

gender#c.bac
1 .6055665 1.328251 0.46 0.648 -1.997758 3.208891

_cons 3.946884 .2224468 17.74 0.000 3.510897 4.382872
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Random-effects parameters Estimate std. Err. [95% conf. Interval]

id: Independent
sd(bac) 2.738856 .535468 1.867036 4.017777

sdCcons) 1.223205 .1284553 .9956575 1.502756

sd(Residual) .4408696 .0278099 .389598 .4988886

LR test vs. linear regression: chi2(2) = 255.98 prob > chi2 = 0.0000

There does not seem to be a beer goggles effect on how male photographs are rated. On the
other hand, gender exhibits a strong fixed effect. The interaction of gender and bac is not
significant, but again we see significant variation in the random intercept and slope.

margins, at(bac = (0(.2).4) gender = (0 1» vsquish
marginsplot, title("Male photos") ytitle("") xtitle("") noci

legend(position(11) ring(O) row(2)
title("Gender", size(rnedsmall»)

ylabel(4(1)8, grid grnin gmax)
plot1opts(lpattern(solid) rnsyrnbol(T»
plot2opts(lpattern(dash) rnsyrnbol(Oh» saving (fig13_08RM)

Figure 13.8 combines the two marginsplot graphs for direct comparison.

graph combine fig13_08RF.gph fig13_08RM.gph
, imargin(vsmall) l1("Mean attractiveness rating")
b2 ("Blood alcohol content")
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Figure 13.8
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The left panel in Figure 13.8 visualizes the significant alcohol effect on rating.s of female
photographs. Male subjects gave somewhat higher ratings, and they appear slightly more
affected by drink. The right panel depicts a different situation for ratings of male photographs.
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Female subjects gave notably higher ratings, but neither male nor female subjects' ratings
changed much as they drank.

Cross-Sectional Time Series

This section applies xtmixed to a different kind of multilevel data: cross-sectional time series.
Dataset Alaska regions.dta contains time series of population for each of the 27 boroughs,
municipalities or census areas that together make up the state of Alaska. These 27 regions are
a fragment from the pan-Arctic human-dimensions database framework described by Hamilton
and Lammers (2011). In A laska_regions.dta, a dummy variable named large marks the five
most populous Alaska regions, those having 2011 populations greater than 20,000. The other
22 regions are predominantly rural, and their smaller populations might be widely dispersed.
The Northwest Arctic borough, for example, covers a geographic area larger than the state of
Maine, but had a 2011 population offewer than 8,000 people. For each of the 27 regions there
are multiple years of data, ranging from 1969 to 2011 but with many missing values. Thus, for
each variable there are 27 parallel but often incomplete time series.

• use C:\data\Alaska_regions.dea, clear
• describe

contains data from c:\data\Alaska_regions.dta
obs: 852 Alaska regions population

1969-2011
1 Jul 2012 14:37vars: 7

size: 44,304

storage display
variable name type format

regionname str34 %34s
regioncode float %9.0g
year int %9.0g
pop double %12.0g
1arge byte %9.0g
yearO byte %9.0g
year2 int %9.0g

Sorted by: regionname year

value
label variable label

large

Region name
AON-SI region code
Year
population in thousands
Regions 2011 population> 20,000
years since 1968
yearsO squared

During the first half of the time period covered by these data, population grew substantially in
many parts of rural Alaska. In more recent years, however, the rate of growth leveled off, and
populations in some areas declined. The trends are relevant to discussions about sustainable
economic development for these places, and also for their cultural importance to the Alaska
Native populations who live there.

Because population trends have not simply gone upwards, they cannot realistically be modeled
as a linear function of year. The mixed model below represents population trends as a quadratic
function, regressing population in thousands (pop) on years since 1968 (yew'O) and also on
yearO squared. We allow for fixed (/1) and random (u) intercepts and slopes on both terms. The
5 large-population regions are set aside for these analysis, in order to focus on rural Alaska.

population ij = f30+ f31yearO ij + f32yearO 2ij+ UOi+ u1jyearO ij + U2jyear02ij + E ij [13.7]
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. keep if large == 0
• xtmixed pope yearO year2 I I areaname: yearO year2

Performing EM optimization:

performing gradient-based optimization:

Iteration 0:
Iteration 1:
Iteration 2:

log 1ikelihood
log 1ike1ihood
log likelihood

-457.61229
-457.61196
-457.61196

computing standard errors:

Mixed-effects ML regression
Group variable: regionname

Number of obs
Number of groups

639
22

obs per group: min 22
avg 29.0
max 40

wald chi2(2)
prob> chi2

1.22
0.5424Log likelihood -457.61196

pop

.2149906

.0012197
8.088438

Coef. std. Err. z p>lzl [95% conf. Interval]

yearO
year2
_cons

.0615239
-.0008945
5.457939

.0783008

.0010787
1.342116

0.79
-0.83
4.07

0.432
0.407
0.000

-.0919428
-.0030087

2.82744

Random-effects parameters Estimate Std. Err. [95% conf. Interval]

regionname: Independent
sd(yearO) .3563579 .0619934 .2534009 .5011464
sd(year2) .004861 .0008663 .0034278 .0068933
sd(_cons) 6.145796 1.04392 4.405485 8.573587

sd(Residual) .3524305 .0108473 .3317988 .3743451

LR test vs. linear regression: chi2(3) ; 2703.76 prob > chi2 = 0.0000

All the random effects show significant variation from place to place. The fixed-effect
coefficients on yearO and year2, on the other hand, do not differ significantly from zero -
indicating the lack of an overall trend across these 22 regions. Graphing predicted population
(with a median-spline curve) and actual population against calendar year helps to visualize the
details of area-to-area variation and why xtmixed finds no overall trend (Figure 13.9). In some
areas the population grew steadily, while in others the direction of growth or decline reversed.
The model does a decent job of smoothing past some visible discontinuities in the data, such as
the Aleutians West population drop that followed downsizing of a naval air station in 1994, or
the North Slope gain that followed inclusion of employees at remote work sites in the 2010
Census.

predict yhae, fitted
graph twoway scatter pop year, msymbol(Oh)

I I mspline yhat year, lwidth(medthick) bands(50)
I I , by (regionname, note("") legend(off»
ylabel(O(5)20, angle(horizontal» xtitle("")
ytitle("population in 1,000s") xlabel(1970(10)2010, grid)
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Figure 13.9
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A more substantive analysis using mixed-effects regression to model relationships involving
multiple time series appears in a paper on population, climate and electricity use in towns and
villages of Arctic Alaska (Hamilton et al. 2011). Dataset Alaska places.dta contains the core
data for this analysis, consisting of annual time series for each of 42 towns and villages in Arctic
Alaska, all within five of the census regions or boroughs graphed in Figure 13.9 above.
Variables include community population, kilowatt hours of electricity sold, the average rate
charged for electricity (in constant 2009 dollars), and estimates of the summer temperature and
precipitation around that location each year. The paper supplies information about variable
definitions, data sources and the context for this analysis.

use C:\data\Alaska_places.dta, clear
describe

contains data from c:\data\Alaska_places.dta
obs: 742

vars: 12
size: 57,876

storage display value
variable name type format 1abel

regionname str24 %24s
regioncode long %9.0g
place str21 %21s
placecode byte %21.Og placecode

year int %ty
pop int %12.0g

logpop float %9.0g
kwhsold20 float %9.0g

logkwhsold float %9.0g
rateres09 float %9.0g

population, climate &
electricity use in the Arctic
(Hami1ton 2011)

6 Jul 2012 19:34

variable label

Region name
AON-SI region code
place name

place code (labeled)
Year
population--est. Jul l/census Apr
1

10g10(pop)
kwh sold ajusted if 9-11 months,

mi11ions
10g10(kwhsold20)
avo res. rate 2009$

rateres*cpianc09
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fsumtempo

fsumprecO

float %9.0g

float %9.0g

uDel FY summer (L1.Jul-Sep &
May-JUn) temp

uDel FY summer (L1.Jul-sep &
May-JUn) prec

sorted by: placecode year

These data have been declared as panel through an xtset command that specified placecode as
the panel vanable and year as the time variable:

xtset placecode year
panel variable: placecode (unbalanced)
time variable: year, 1990 to 2008, but with gaps

delta: 1 year

The mixed-effect analysis below models the kilowatt hours of electricity sold in each
community, each year, as a function of population, electricity rate in constant 2009 dollars,
summer temperature and precipitation, and year. The model includes random effects for
population, and first-order autoregres~ive errors. Reasoning behind this particular specification,
and t~sts f?r the robustness of modeling results, are given in the paper; the short presentation
here Just alms to show what such an analysis looks like.

xtmixed logkwhsold logpop rateres09 £sumtempD £sumprecD year
I I placecode: logpop, nocons residual(ar 1, t(year» nolog reml

Note: time gaps exist in the estimation data

Mixed-effects REML regression
Group variable: placecode

Number of obs
Number of groups

obs per group: min
avg
max

742
42

12
17.7

19

wald chi2(5)
prob > chi2

359.12
0.0000Log restricted-likelihood 1008.232

logkwhsold coef. std. Err. z p>lzl [95% Conf. Interval]

logpop .7086405 .0716509 9.89 0.000 .5682073 .8490737
rateres09 -.0011494 .0005259 -2.19 0.029 -.0021801 -.0001187
fsumtempD -.0038939 .0018784 -2.07 0.038 -.0075755 -.0002123
fsumprecD .000272 .0001416 1.92 0.055 -5.57e-06 .0005495

year .012952 .0010914 11.87 0.000 .0108129 .0150911
_cons -27.51867 2.153194 -12.78 0.000 -31.73885 -23.29848

Estimate Std. Err. [95% conf. Interval]

.0989279 .0132542 .0760809 .1286358

.7900077 .0394951 .6990888 .8557876

.0857877 .0076267 .0720695 .102117

chi2(2) = 1506.36 Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

Random-effects parameters

placecode: Identity
sd(logpop)

Residual: AR(l)
rho

sd(e)

LR test vs. linear regression:

Our model is
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10glO(kwhresi/) = -27.52 + .708610glO(P0Pi/) _ .00 Ilrateres09il _ .0039jsumtempil
+ .000~jsumprecil + .0l30t + Il)OgIO(P0Pi/)+ .7900Ei.l_1 + u., [13.8]

Electricity use in these Arctic towns and villages is predicted by population, price and summer
temperature, Unlike lower latitudes where warm summers often mean more electricity use for
air conditioning, in these Arctic places warmer (and often, less rainy) summers can encourage
people to spend more time outdoors. Adjusting for the effects of population, price and weather,
we see an overall upward trend in use as life became more electricity-intensive. Finally,
significant variation in the random slope on population indicates that the per-person effects
differ from place to place. They tend to be largest in the most northerly region, communities of
the North Slope Borough. The autoregressive AR(I) error term proves statistically significant
as well.

As noted in Chapter 12, time series often are tested for stationarity before modeling, to avoid
reaching spurious conclusions. Differencing provides one set of tools. Alternatively, even when
the original series are nonstationary, as in this example (or the ARMAX models in Chapter 12),
we can seek a linear combination of the variables that is stationary (cointegration; see Hamilton
1994). Model [13.8] serves well for this purpose. None of the 42 residual series (one series for
each community) generated by this model show significant autocorrelation, as tested by Ljung
Box portmanteau Q statistics. Thus, residuals are not distinguishable from white noise, a
covariance stationary process. The following commands calculate predicted values taking the
autoregressive term into account (yhat_xt), then use those predictions to calculate residuals
(resid_xt). White-noise Q tests (wntestq) showing no residual autocorrelation are illustrated
below for the first 3 out of 42 communities.

predict ybat_xt, fitted
generate resid_xt = logkwbsold - ybat_xt
replace ybat_xt = ybat_xt + (.7900077*Ll.resid_xt)
gen ybat_xtl0 = lOAybat_xt
replace resid_xt = logkwbsold - ybat_xt
label variable ybat_xt "predicted values log(million kWh}"
label variable ybat_xtl0 "predicted values in millions of kWh"
label variable resid_xt "residuals log(million kWh)"
wntestq resid_xt if place == "Ambler city", lags(5)

portmanteau test for white noise

portmanteau (Q) statistic
Prob> chi2(5)

4.3048
0.5064

. wntestq resid_xt if place == "Anaktuvuk Pass city", lags(5)

Portmanteau test for white noise

portmanteau (Q) statistic
prob > chi2(5)

2.3503
0.7989

. wntestq resid_xt if place == "Aniak city", lags(5}

Portmanteau test for white noise

Portmanteau (Q)statistic
prob > chi2(5)

5.6826
0.3383
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Similar tests for all 42 communities found that none of the residual series exhibited significant
autocorrelation.

Mixed-Effects Logit Regression

Since 1972, the General Social Survey (Davis et al. 2005) has tracked U.S. public opinion
through a series of annual or biannual surveys, and made the data available for teaching and
research. Dataset GSS 2010 SwS contains a small subset of variables and observations from the
2010 survey, including background variables along with answers to questions about voting,
marijuana, gun control, climate change and evolution. The General Social Survey website
provides detailed information about this rich data resource
(http://www3 .norc.org/GSS+ Websitel).

use C:\data\GSS_2010_ SwS.dta, clear
describe

contains data from c:\data\GSS_2010_sws.dta
obs: 809

vars: 19
size: 21,843

storage display value
variable name type format 1abel

id int %8.0g
year int %8.0g
wtssall float %9.0g LABCM
cendiv byte %15.0g cendiv
logsize float %9.0g
age byte %8.0g age
nonwhite byte %9.0g nonwhite
sex byte %8.0g sex
educ byte %8.0g educ
married byte %9.0g yesno
income06 byte %15.0g income
polviews byte %12.0g polviews
bush byte %9.0g yesno
obama byte %9.0g yesno
postlife byte %8.0g yesno
grass byte %9.0g grass
gunlaw byte %9.0g gunlaw
sealevel byte %10.0g sealevel
evolve byte %9.0g true

sorted by: id

General social survey
2010--evolution etc.

1 Jul 2012 16:06

variable label

Respondent 1D number
GSS year
probability weight
Census division
log10(size place in 1,000s, +1)
Age in years
consider self white/nonwhite
Respondent gender
Highest year of schooling
currently married
Total family income
polit views liberal-conservative
voted for Bush in 2004
Voted for obama in 2004
Believe in life after death
Should marijuana be legalized?
Oppose permit required to buy gun
Bothered if sea level rose 20 ft
Humans developed/ earlier species

The GSS question about evolution will be our focus in this section. This question, one item in
a science-literacy quiz, asks whether it is true or false that

Human beings, as we know them today, developed from earlier species of animals.

This question invokes individual beliefs as well as science knowledge. About 55% of the
respondents said the statement is true.

. tab evolve
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Humans
developed/

earlier
species Freq. Percent Cum.

False 360 44.50 44.50
True 449 55.50 100.00

Total 809 100.00

Non-missing values for evolve were the criterion for selecting this subset of 809 GSS
respondents. "False" responses to evolve have been recoded as 0 and "True" as 1. The question
of survey weighting, a complicated issue with multilevel modeling and not yet resolved for
Stata's mixed-effects logit command xtmelogit, is not addressed here.

Research commonly finds that science literacy increases with education, and also is related to
other background factors. In the case of evolve, we might expect some connection with political
outlook as well. A simple logit regression confirms these hypotheses, finding that male, better
educated, and politically moderate to liberal respondents more often believe in human evolution.

• logit evolve sex age educ pol views, nolog

Logistic regression Number of obs
LR chi2(4)
Prob > chi2
Pseudo R2

785
98.93

0.0000
0.0918Log likelihood -489.36806

evolve Coef. std. Err. z p>lzl [95% conf. Interval]

sex -.6089296 .1565972 -3.89 0.000 -.9158545 -.3020047
age -.008189 .0045313 -1.81 0.071 -.0170701 .0006922

educ .0990929 .0254359 3.90 0.000 .0492395 .1489463
polviews -.4482161 .0575731 -7.79 0.000 -.5610573 -.3353749

_cons 1.457699 .4891102 2.98 0.003 .4990611 2.416338

Apart from such individual-level predictors of evolution beliefs, there might be a region-level
component as well. Controversies about teaching evolution in schools have been most
prominent in the South. Consistent with this impression, a chi-squared test ofthe GSS data finds
significant differences between u.S. census divisions. Acceptance of evolution is highest (89%)
among respondents in New England - the states of Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New
Hampshire, Rhode Island and Vermont. It is lowest (36%) among those in the E South Central
division - the states of Alabama, Kentucky, Mississippi and Tennessee. The Pacific and W
South Central divisions are second highest and second lowest, respectively.

. tab cendiv evolve, row nof chi2

i
1
I
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Humans developed/
earlier species
False TrueCensus division Total

New England
Middle Atlantic
E North Central
W North Central
south Atlantic

E south central
W south Central

Mountain
Pacific

11.11
39.00
43.88
42.00
50.81
64.29
62.34
43.55
27.43

88.89
61.00
56.12
58.00
49.19
35.71
37.66
56.45
72.57

100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100~00
100.00

Total 44.50 55.50 100.00

Pearson chi2(8) = 48.6890 Pr = 0.000

We could add census division to our regression as a set of indicator variables for divisions 2
through 9, each contrasted with division 1,New England.

. logit evolve sex age educ pol views i.cendiv, nolog

Logistic regression Number of obs 785
LR chi2(12) 124.92
Prob > chi2 0.0000Log likelihood -476.37206 Pseudo R2 0.1159

evolve coef. std. Err. z P>lzl [95% Conf. Interval]

sex -.5609946 .160387 -3.50 0.000 -.8753473 -.2466419
age -.0092908 .0046327 -2.01 0.045 -.0183706 -.0002109

educ .0842967 .0261043 3.23 0.001 .0331333 .1354601
polviews -.416007 .0591817 -7.03 0.000 -.532001 -.3000131

cendiv
2 -1.501592 .6612973 -2.27 0.023 -2.797711 -.2054736
3 -1.602085 .6504787 -2.46 0.014 -2.877 -.3271704
4 -1.505793 .6931599 -2.17 0.030 -2.864361 -.1472243
5 -1.843963 .6442829 -2.86 0.004 -3.106734 -.5811918
6 -2.149803 .6973044 -3.08 0.002 -3.516495 -.7831115
7 -2.239585 .6743959 -3.32 0.001 -3.561376 -.9177932
8 -1.454279 .6854426 -2.12 0.034 -2.797722 -.1108363
9 -1.141026 .6642829 -1.72 0.086 -2.442996 .1609447

_cons 3.179554 .8138406 3.91 0.000 1.584455 4.774652

Coefficients on the indicator variables give the shift in y-intercept for that division in
comparison with New England. All of these coefficients are negative because the log odds of
accepting evolution are lower in other divisions than in New England. As expected, the
difference is greatest for division 6, E South Central. Only division 9, Pacific, is not
significantly different from New England. Net of these region-level effects, all of the individual
level predictors also show significant effects in the expected directions.

An indicator-variable approach works here because we have only 9 clusters (census divisions),
and are testing simple hypotheses about shifts in y-intercepts. With more clusters or more
complicated hypotheses, a mixed-effects approach could be more practical. For example, we
might include random intercepts for each census division in a mixed-effects logit regression
model, as follows. The syntax ofxtmelogit resembles that ofxtmixed.
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. xtmelogit evolve sex age educ polviews I I cendiv: , nolog

Mixed-effects logistic regression
Group variable: cendiv

Number of obs
Number of groups

obs per group: min
avg
max

785
9

27
87.2
181

72.41
0.0000

Integration points 7
Log likelihood -487.10546

wald chi2(4)
Prob > chi2

evolve Coef. std. Err. z P>lzl [95% conf. Interval]
sex -.5794058 .1591076 -3. 64 0.000 -.8912511 -.2675606age -.0086106 .0045962 -1.87 0.061 -.0176191 .0003979educ .0910441 .0259804 3.50 0.000 .0401235 .1419647polviews -.4300722 .0588037 -7.31 0.000 -.5453254 -.3148191_cons 1.541323 .5135581 3.00 0.003 .5347681 2.547879

Random-effects parameters Estimate Std. Err. [95% Conf. Interval]
cendiv: Identity

sdCcons) .3375877 .1559346 .1365241 .8347642
LR test vs. logistic regression: !;hiQ~a_(lUL= 4.53 Prob>=chibar2 = 0.0167

Ra?dom intercepts in the output above exhibit significant variation, judging by a likelihood
ratio test versus an ordinary logistic regression (p = .0167), or by the standard deviation of
random intercepts (.3376) being more than twice its standard error (.1559). The next commands
estimate values for these random intercepts through predict, then make a table showing them
by ~~ndiv. Consistent with the earlier chi-squared and indicator-variable analyses, we see
positrve random y-intercepts (shifting the total effect up) for the New England and Pacific
divisions, but negative randomy-intercepts (shifting the total effect down) for E South Central
and W South Central divisions.

predict recendiv, reffects
label variable recendiv "random-effect intercept cendiv"
table cendiv, contents(mean recendiv)

Census division

.464954
.0523787

-.0165851
.0429461

-.2134227
-.3085578
-.4224426

.083739
.3052154

mean(recendiv)

New England
Middle Atlantic
E North Central
W North Central
South Atlantic

E South Central
W South Central

Mountain
Pacific

So by any method, we see a robust pattern of regional differences in evolution beliefs, even
controllin~ for .individual fact~rs. Mixed-effects modeling allows us to go farther by testing
more detailed Ideas about regional differences. The literature identifies education as a key
1~f1u~nceon evolution and other science beliefs. Do the effects of education differ by census
dIVISIon?We could test this by including both random intercepts and slopes:
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. xtmelogit evolve sex age educ polviews I I cendiv: educ, nolog

Mixed-effects logistic regression
Group variable: cendiv

Number of obs
Number of groups

785
9

27
87.2
181

71.63
0.0000

obs per group: min
avg
max

Integration points = 7
Log likelihood -486.57368

wald chi2(4)
Prob> chi2

evolve Coef. Std. Err. z P>lzl [95% conf. Interval]

sex -.5692676 .1595327 -3.57 0.000 -.8819459 -.2565893
age -.0090823 .0046088 -1.97 0.049 -.0181153 -.0000492

educ .0924205 .027522 3.36 0.001 .0384784 .1463627
polviews -.4290164 .0588185 -7.29 0.000 -.5442984 -.3137343

_cons 1.532699 .4979934 3.08 0.002 .5566498 2.508748

Random-effects parameters Estimate Std. Err. [95% Conf. Interval]

cendiv: Independent
sd(educ) .0268374 .011591 .0115108 .0625711

sdCcons) 5.0ge-08 .4784982 0

LR test vs. logistic regression: chi2(2) = 5.59 Prob > chi2 = 0.0612

The standard deviation of random slopes on education is more than twice its standard error,
suggesting significant regional variation. The standard deviation of random intercepts, on the
other hand, is near zero - meaning there is no place-to-place variation in this term. A simpler
model omitting the random intercepts through a nocons option gives an identical log likelihood.

. xtmelogit evolve sex age educ polviews I I cendiv: educ, nolog nocons

Mixed-effects logistic regression
Group variable: cendiv

Number of obs
Number of groups

785
9

obs per group: min
avg
max

27
87.2
181

71.63
0.0000

Integration points 7
Log likelihood -486.57368

wald chi2(4)
prob > chi2

evolve Coef. Std. Err. z p>lzl [95% Conf. Interval]

sex -.5692676 .1595327 -3.57 0.000 -.8819459 -.2565893
age -.0090823 .0046088 -1.97 0.049 -.0181153 -.0000492

educ .0924205 .027522 3. 36 0.001 .0384784 .1463627
polviews -.4290164 .0588184 -7.29 0.000 -.5442984 -.3137343

_cons 1.532699 .4979933 3.08 0.002 .55665 2.508748

Random-effects parameters Estimate Std. Err. [95% conf. Interval]

cendiv: Identity
sd(educ) .0268374 .011591 .0115108 .062571

LR test vs. logistic regression: bhiQ~.r.uQlL= 5.59 Prob>=chibar2 = 0.0090
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The simplified random-slope model above implies that education has different effects on
evolution beliefs in different parts of the country. To see what those effects are, we can predict
the random slopes, creating a new variable named raneduc. Total effects of educ equal these
random effects plus the fixed effect given by the coefficient _b[educ]. A constant "variable"
namedfixeduc is generated to display the fixed effects in a table, and a new variable toteduc
gives the total effects of education, or the slope on educ within each census division.

predict raneduc, reffects
label variable raneduc "random-effect slope educ"
gen toteduc = raneduc + _b[educ]
label variable toteduc "total random + fixed-effect slope educ"
gen fixeduc = _b[educ]
label variable fixeduc "fixed-effect slope educ (constant)"
table cendiv, contents{mean fixeduc mean raneduc mean toteduc)

Census division mean(fixeduc) mean(raneduc) mean(toteduc)

New England .0924205 .0389457 .1313663
Middle Atlantic .0924205 .0089432 .1013638
E North Central .0924205 -.0036121 .0888085
W North central .0924205 .0035191 .0959396
South Atlantic .0924205 -.0148976 .077523

E south Central .0924205 -.0239878 .0684328
W South Central .0924205 -.0366144 .0558061

Mountain .0924205 .0033255 .095746
pacific .0924205 .0227141 .1151346

From the table, we can confirm that the total education effects equal fixed plus random effects.
Figure 13.10 visualizes these total effects.

graph hbar (mean) toteduc, over (cendiv)
ytitle{"Effect of education on log odds believe evolution")

Figure 13.10
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We see that education has a positive effect on the log odds of accepting evolution across all
census divisions. Education effects are much stronger, however, among respondents in New
England or Pacific states compared with the E or W South Central.


